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GOOGLE TO PURCHASE YOUTUBE.COM

WHAT'S COLLEGE LIFE LIKE ELSEWHERE

GOOGLE ANNOUNCED YESTERDAY THAT IT PLANS TO BUY YOUTUBE FOR $1.65 BILLION, OUTBIDDING YAHOO, MICROSOFT AND
VIACOM, ACCORING TO THE NEW YORK TIMES.

SEE HOW COLLEGE LIFE AT OTHER SCHOOLS IN THE AREA
COMPARES TO THE HOWARD EXPERIENCj: IN METRO.
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Gospel Concert a Success Despite Audio Glitch
BY ANYA L. ALEXANDER
Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard
Homecoming
2006 continued tl1is weekend
with tl1e Gospel Concert. The
concert showcased tl1e talents
of five different ministries
and featured gospel artist Kim
Burrell.
For the first time ever,
the concert was prefaced by a
pre-show, featuring the stepping of Alpha Omega Steppers
for Christ and the brothers of
Alpha Nu Omega.
Director of the Howard
Gospel Choir, Clifton Ross
III, a senior music business
major felt that this year's
Gospel Concert was really different fron1 previous years
because of the diversity of
performances which included: Deitrick Haddon, Jarmel
and Worship Forever, Andrew
Rankin Men1orial Chapel
liturgical dancers, the Howard
University Gospel Choir (HGC)
and members of the Howard
University Community Choir
(HUCC).
Gospel concert coordinator Krjsten Taylor, said that
tllis was all a part of the plan to
make sure tliat there was good
representation and participation of Howard University

religious groups and organizations.
Hands raised, eyes closed,
and voices lifted, the spirit
of worship was moving perfonnance after performance.
for the most part, the audience members stayed standing
throughout the show.
"It was more than what
I expected but exactly what
I needed," said second year
School of Divinity graduate
student Jeff Corry. Corry is a
former member of HGC and
IIUCC, and presently serves as
the Andrew Rankin Memorial
Choir pianist for Chapel services. Corry said the concert
was one of the most joyful
experiences he has ever had.
Senior marketing major
Teneasha Pierson was the host
of the concert titled kHave
Faith In Me... According to
Your Faith, Let It Be Unto
You."
Pierson said that the spirit
of worship was present from
the beginning and was confident that it would carry out
through the rest of tl1e show.
However, after the performances from various choirs
and liturgical groups, the headliner of the night", Kim Burrell
took the stage and appeared
to be somewhat agitated by
'

the sound system in Cramton
Auditorium which caused
....mte students to leave before
tl1e performance was over.
Burrell kept mentioning
the problem and calling attention to the sound people to
adjust her microphone and
tlte speakers so she could hear
herself better. The sound crew
tried to make adj ustments
t:hrougrout her performance
but was unsuccessful at getting
it to her liking.
Howard 2005 al umnae
Comtney Jackson was one student who left before the end of
the concert and felt that the
Gospel concert was fantastic
up until llie part where Burrell
took the stage. ''It wasn't done
tastefully," Jackson said. "I
didn't feel the spirit. She was
very arrogant and I didn't like
her attitude."'
Junior advertising major
Dustin Gavin said that· his
favorite performance was Kim
Burrell, though he felt that her
actions were a bit inappropriate. Her message was really
powetful to him because she
reassured him that God is
always there and he is going to
take care of you.
"Singing is not a career for
me, its all about the ministry,'' Burrell said. Burrell said

~--'-"

Many students turned out for the annual Homecoming Gospel concert Sunday, which
proved to be a success, despite malfunctions with audio equipment.
that she heard how Howard
students enjoyed her music so
she was excited about coming
to The Mecca to execute what
she does best. "Jesus Saves"
was the message that Burrell

wanted to relay to the audience.
Taylor said she believed
tl1at ultimately the show was
a success.
"I really tl1ought it was

Sophomorebiologymajor
Kendra Hargrove has family
coming up for Homecoming
to sec the step show.
"i\1y mom got [two tickets] from Ticketmaster.~
Hargrove said.
The cost of the two tickets \\i\S about S70 compared
to the $50 price tag, had she
bought them at Cramton
without U\e student discount. Those who do chose
to purchase the tickets from
Cramton, usually pay in
cash.
Niasia Rouse, a sophomore fash ion merchandising major withdrew more
than S200 from her personal account to cover the
111. """'"
Homecoming tickets she got
Local businesses owners are looking forward to increased profits and
for her and six family memexposure due to Howard Homecoming events this week.
bers.
Rouse is included in tl1e
in during the whole week. Last year, 85 percent of Howard students that
BY CHARLOTTE YOUNG
Hilltop Staff Wnter
t>Iemphis Bleek, Three:6-Mafia, are Wachovia's customers accordand Timbaland [came in]."
ing to Ashiya Tucker, the co-tellFor hair needs, Homecoming er manager at Wachovia. Tucker
Homecoming season is here attendees can go to Best Cuts reports that there is an increase
and students aren't the only ones Barbershop and Alexa's Gentle in transactions made ··during not
excited. Local businesses also wel- Touch off Georgia Avenue.
just Homecoming, but an) event at
come the week of festivities.
"From nm'' until nex1: weekend I loward."
To business owners, t11e stu- [I'll make] at least $4,000," said
"There's an influx in not just
dents and visitors equal more re~ Lynwood Smitl1, an apprentice at witltdrawals but in eve1ything:
enue. Howard students often do a . Best Cuts Ba1·bershop.
deposits, savings bond redemptions
lot of shopping in preparation for
.The
barbershop
stays [and) cash advances," Tu('ker said.
homecoming season.
open almost 24 hours during
Alumni also spend a lot of
"l gotta get my fashion right, I Homecoming and Smith will raise money when they come back fo r
think tlrnt's lirst, [and] I gotta make prices for haircuts.
Homecoming. Komeka Freeman,
sure n1y hair is right," said Don
"The reason for that is yo~1'll who now works for Code Black
Johnson, senior legal comn'lunica- cut sOJneone's head tl1at yo u'll Entertainment in California, has
.- .
..
t:lon 1na.ior.
probably never see again in your only missed two years since she
Senior radio production major life," he said. ''You might as well get graduated in t993.
Marcus Ellis also "gets fresh" for what you can from them."
"llomecoming is so special to
Homeco1ning.
.
Michelle Christie at Alexa's me and an event that I take very
"[I] get my hair braided, get Gentle Touch, does not raise her seriously,'' Freeman said. "I usually
new kicks,'' he said.
prices, but still expects to see a 30 take a red-eyo from L.A. and arrive
Of all the money spent, busi- percent increase in appointments.
on Thursday morning. Plane fare
nesses on Georgia Avenue receive
Tieketmaster also benefits from LA. [is) $400. l [also] rent a
much of the revenue spent during from Homecoming. It can be a has- car [and that's) S100. I like to stay
Homecoming season.
sle buying tickets for Homecoming at a nice hotel with easy access to
Dee Dee Gary, Ute assistant with long ticket lines at Cramton campus. llotcl Helix is my prefermanager at Up Against Ute Wall, Auditorium. As a result, many turn ence. It's S215 per night [for] three
says that this is the biggest week of lo Ticketmaster, wllich receives the nights."
the year.
business of tl1ose unwilling to wait
Hotels in the Disttict aj'ea
"It's like a 100 percent increase, in the long lines. Tickets bought receive business from visitors comI'm not even going to lie,'' she said. online however, are priced lligher ing up for the Homecoming week"We have a lot of celebrities come Urnn those from Cramton.
end.
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excellent despite tl1e problem
we had with sound," Taylor
said. ''The goal was to put a
message of faith out there
and at t11e end of the night we
wanted people to be pleased."

.

Local -Businesses Expect Homecoming Boom
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The sales management department at the Central Holiday Inn
reported that Howard Homecoming
attendees encompass at least 40
percent of the business.
The step show, held at the
DC Armory, is often difficult to
tra\•el to since it is one of tl1c few
Homecoming events that take place
off campus.
··some people drove, but a lot
of people took the metro as well,"
said sophomore accounting major
Cou1tney Davis. "It was more
crowded and I re1nember the lines
being long. I was waiting on my
friends because the lines at the
metro stations were very long just
to get the fare cards."
Though the metro is packed that
nig'ht, DC Area Transit Authority
has not observed an increase in
business because of homecoming
season.
"Ridership goes up in October
anyway. It'd be hard to pin tl1at to
anything. That's every year," said
Cathy Asato, the information specialist for the Transit Authority.
Throughout
all
tl1e
Homecoming preparation and
events, attendees ha\'e to eat.
Subway on Georgia Avenue reports
that business almost triples during
Homecoming.
Across the street, McDonald's
receives a large increase in business
as well. On a regular busy Friday or
Saturday, M·cDonald's makes about
$15,000-16,000. Last year, on the
Saturday of the Homecoming game,
McDonald's made about $19,000.
"It was really busy. [We had]
about 50 persons each shift. [All]
five registers were open, · five
police were on duty," said Vashti
Henderson, the second assistant
manager. ~his Homecoming, we're
trying iJ beat last year's transactions. The goal is S20,ooo. We want
to do that an1ount or more."
Henderson said the owner
of McDonald's, a Howard alum,
makes it mandatory that all managers and employees work the day
of the Homecoming game. He will
also be in attendance for •work during tl1e busy Homecpming day.

EDITORIALS &PERSPECTIVES

Coronation Ball
Hits the High Seas
BY BRITTANY HUTSON
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Coronation Ball, hosted by the
Undergraduate Student Assembly, kicked
off Saturday night aboard The Odyssey
Cruise Yacht along tl1e waterfront.
\Vith the \\·ashington. D.C nightlife
establishing its undeniable presence in tl1e
background, students and faculty came out
to enjoy the evening in tlteir best "grown
and sexy" attire; the gentlemen were suave
and sleek while tl1e ladies were stunning
and sparkling with radiance. The Odyssey
was beautifully decorated with l"\.vo separate rooms both hosting a food bar and DJs
spinning beats directed to specific musical
preferences.
Planning for this year's Coronation Ball
proved to be a challenge for the 1lten1bers
of UGSA due to lhe university"s skepticism
about holding an event aboard the boat.
"Howard didn't want any student organizations to do boat rides due to past experiences,'' said senior pre-therapy major and
program director Adrienne Francois. "For
us to even do this is a blessing."
" It took a lot to convince Howard," said
senior computer engineering major and
UGSA president Arnita Hayden. ~'Ne had
to guarantee tl1at this [ball] would go on
successfully without any problems."
UGSA's guarantee proved to be accurate as there were no reported problems
with violence or dn111ken behavior throughout U1e night.
In comparison to last year's Coronation
Ball, which was held in tl1e Blackburn auditorium and did not catch the attention of
many students, UGSA was determined to
change the location in order to attract more
students.
"Last year's Coronation ball was not
well attended," explained Hayden. ··we figured that more stude~ts would be interested if the event was held on the boat."
"There was also a lot more PR done
this year as opposed to last year," Hayden
added. "UGSA and tl1e homecoming committee really pushed promotion, so I feel
the location really made the difference."
Despite the overall success and enjoyment of tlte C\'ent, there were some problems that affected U1e structure of the night.
According to Francois and Hayden, there
were problems with the shuttles that
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Pageant Becomes Garden of Dreams for Burton and Franklin

StnJM' l'h•l'tO f.dhor • Rr,1i1n Jonts

Jamel Franklin and Assata Burton were crowned the new Ur. and Miss Howard University.
BY MERCIA WIUJAMS.MURRAY
Hilltop Staff Writer

"The Secret Garden" was
the theme of this year's Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Pageant,
which took place Friday in
Cramton Auditorium.
The participants, representing their respective
schools, eloquently presented
the platforms which focused
on different subjects from

preserving the arts to HIV/
AIDS awareness.
The crowd was excited
by the diverse abilities of the
contestants presented in the
talent portion. Some candidates sung, others performed
amusing skits, another recited
a poem by Nikki Giovanni in
three languages.
During the question and
answer portion, candidates
answered designated ques-

tions on topics including the
prospect of online voting,
routine HIV/AIDS testing by
physicians and HBCUs marketing to other minorities to
inrrease enrollment.
Candidates that had to
answer difficult questions
received mixed responses
from the audience. Echoing
the sentiments of several
onlookers, sophomore computer science major Darrilyn

Brown says, "Some of the
people avoided answering the
question."
The judges included former Mr. and Mrs. Howard
University, Brandon Hines
and Shayna Rudd. Pageant
winners fro1n Morgan State
University were also judges.
When the results were
announced, junior business marketing major Jamel
Franklin and junior communications major Assata Burton
beca1ne the new Mr. and
Ms. Howard University. The
runner-ups were sophomore
engineering major Iverson C.
Bell III and junior theatre arts
major Alysha English.
In response to his victory, Franklin said, "Right
now I am in awe. It is still
very surreal for me. I am just
extremely grateful to have this
honor because everyone on
that stage was worthy of this
title. I am excited to make my
passion my platform, ROCRestoring Our Character, a
reality. I want to thank God
because without him, none of
this would be possible. Also, I

want to thank everyone who said, "Assata is such a beautihas supported me thro1,1gh ful and hmnble person who
this process; you all are my just exudes positive energy
and I know she will represent
blessings."
Burton said, "We all Howard University wonderworked really hard and all the fully."
people in the pageant were
Many people were surgreat. We spent three weeks prised when undergraduate
together so we got to know trustee Jabari Smith preeach other. I know that no sented Mr. Howard with his
matter who would have won, crown instead of former Mr.
we all would have been happy Howard, Brandon Hines.
Smith, first runner up in
for them. I'm so thankful. I
was happy that I had so much last year's pageant commentsupport in the audience from ed, "Giving the crown away
friends and family."
was basically an opportunity
Runner-up Bell says "The to provide service where ever
'Mr.' and 'Ms.' from each necessary... as the former Mr.
school really bonded during School of C and undergraduthe rehearsals. The most ful- ate trustee."
Smith continued, "[I was]
fillin3 moment for me was
when Brandon Hines told me fulfilling the duty that I was
I did a good job."
asked to fulfill. Vallyn Smith
English says "I was just asked me to participate in the
proud to represent the College pageant and I accepted.''
of Arts and Sciences in the
When asked to comment
Howard University Pageant. on the passing of the crown,
The pageant was a really posi- •pageant coordinator Vallyn
tive experience and a bless- Smith stated that all inquiries
ing. I still plan on implement- should be addressed to Dean
ing my platform A.C.T., which Gillory, Dean of Student Life.
will help preserve the arts
in public schools." She also

Coronation Ball Offers Elegance on Odyssey Cruise
BALL, from News A1

caused the delayed set off of the
boat.
"We weren't expecting as many
people as there were to show up," said
Francois. "But I am glad we had the
shuttles so that students who did not
have transportation could get here."
The boat left the dock at approximately 1:20 a.m.; this puzzled students who were aware that the ball
was scheduled to end at 2:00 a.m.
Although the ball extended past 2:00
a.m. and ended at around 2:30 am,
there were complaints that the boat
ride seemed short.
Overall, the Coronation Ball was
an enjoyable event praised by students and faculty, but students were
left with some concern about the mis-

haps of the shuttles and boat ride.
"It should have been more organized," said junior English major
Margaret Simon. "We should have
gotten on the boat earlier; the waivers
should have been more organized. All
together it was fun but it could have
been better."
UGSA was pleased with the result
of the Coronation Ball; Hayden and
Francois both affirmed that the night
exceeded the expectations.
"I didn't even think the boat would
look this nice," exclaimed Francois. "I
envisioned this to be a fun event, and
especially for the class of 2008 who
hasn't eX})erienced a boat ride."
For next year's committee planning the Coronation Ball, Hayden and
Francois offer their advice about how

to make the event successful.
''Proper planning is the best
thing," said Francois. "No one can do
this by themselves and I had a great
team to work with this year."
Hayden was firn1 about proper
organization of transportation for
next year.
"There needs to be improvements
on the shuttles. They weren't here on
time that's why the boat pulled off
late," Hayden said.
As the second event for the
Homecoming week, the ladies affirm
that the Coronation Ball was a great
follow up to the Mr. And Mrs. Howard
Pageant, as wel1 as students who
expressed excitement over another
memorable Ho1necoming event while
leaving the Odyssey.

"'°' o.....,, · Stolf Pho<ograph<r
The Coronation Ball, which officially crowns Mr. and Miss Howard
University, took place Saturday night on The Odyssey Cruise.
1)

meet us •••
Please j oin us f or our company presentat ion:
DATE:

Tuesday, October 10th, 2006

TIME:

6:0 0pm - 7:00pm

VENUE:

School of Bu siness Stu dent Lounge

SPEAKER:

Marcia E. Young
Managing Directo r
Chief Admi nistrative Officer
Risk Management

Pl ease consult with your Career Servi ces
Department for interview dates and re sume
submission deadlines
Investment Banking
Corporate Banking
Sales & Trading
Global Transaction Services
Finance
•

"The people I work with are just great. Although t hey
demand a lot from me, they are e_
ncouraging and
helpful and -

most important of all -

goiod f riends

and fun to work with."

~

JESSICA TON G, ANALYST

\

c1t1groupJ

corporate and
investment banking
© 2006 Citigroup Global Markets Inc. Member SIPC. CITIGROUP and the Umbrella Device are
trademarks and service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affiliates and are used and registered
throughout the world. Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and Citibank are affiliated companies under
the common control of Citigroup. Citibank and Citigroup Global Markets Inc. are equal opportunity
employers M/F/D/V.

apply online at www.oncampus.citigroup.com
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Our scholarship covers tuition, textbooks and supplies and even gives you a monthly stipend for living
expenses. But ifs the experience you'll gain after graduation that sets this program apart. As an Air Force
dentist, you'll be in a supportive team environment where teaching and mentoring are ongoing. You'll
have exposure to various specialties, and the weight of emergencies or difficult cases won' t rest on your
shoulders alone. For more information about our Health Professions Scholarship Program, call or
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visit us online.
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l • 800· 588- 5260 • AI RFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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Will the business ch ange you?

And you

Or wit ( you cltaf'l.qe the ~Msivt.ess?

thought

Interested in business law, or technology' Deloitte Financial Advisory
Services LLP ("Deloitte FAS") is hiring for its Analytic & Forensic
Technology practice.

college was

Today's business environment generates vast amounts of data and information,
and almost all of this information is captured and stored in computerized
form. Deloitte FAS' Analytic & Forensic Technology practice (AFT) uses
high performance relational databases co help litigators and investigators
understand chis electronic data and put it into context. AFT engagements
focus on complex domestic and international litigations and investigations
for Fortune 500 companies in the financial services and banking sectors.
They also focus on health care, telecommunications and other industries,
as well as many of the most highly regarded law firn1s in the country.

the besttin1e
of your life.
As an officer in the US. C0ast G'Jdrd,

e"MJ dayyoo1 be puiting ~our uc'n'ng

To learn more about the position and drop your resume, please visit your
school's career center website. Resume drop ends October 16, 2006!

educatio~. talents and leadtrsh pto

the test. Sa1 tg I\es, protecting the

Deloitte.

environment, enforcing the ,aw,
patrolling our ports and guarriing

Audit .Tax . Consulttng. Finnncial Advisory.

America's coastIine and waterways.
Is there an~hing better than that1
\

Exp~re officer opporturit e1,

•
Of'ga,ntZ•t1on Wft rf'Cru1t,; tmplo)'. tr• n. compengtt. •r"ld promott
withOYt rtg•fd to flCt, rt 9'°"· crttd, color~ Ntlon.t1 oog n. age. ~nder.

ehgib1J;ty, benefits and app icat100

w~u•I Oritnt4t1on. tNnt.tl st•tus. c:M.tbi ty, "'~''''" st.stus. or •rr; ott\tr
blS!i PlOttctrd by tppfktblt ftdtrtl St.tit Ot Joctl lfff

process at GOCOASTGIJARD.COM
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or call 1·87HWW·USCG \,sit 1~ith tf.e
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Career fair o~ Oct. 4.
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'Grass Isn't Always Greener': Students Voice Concerns
BY JOSHUA MITCHELL
Contributing Wnter

Cafeteria food. Crowded classrooms. Long waits for the shuttle
buses. Greek life.
Everyday, thousands of students arc engaged in what n1any
have referred to as the "Howard
experience." Though it is easy to
believe that many of the everyday experiences faced on campus
arc unique to Howard University,
students from other area schools
might be quick to disagree.
"I believe there are some things
that are just standard for any college you go to," said Marcus Boyer,
a sophomore engineering major at
the University of Maryland-College
Park. "I have not been to one school
that served good foqd in the cafeteria, not one school with great
dormitories and one school where
all the students were satisfied with
the administration."
One aspect of the Howard
experience that some students view
negatively is the timeliness of the
shuttle system on campus.
"I live in Meridian and I can't
stand the weekend shuttle that goes
from Meridian to Slowe/Carver,"
said sophomore engineering inajor
Brodrick Baker.

However, Boyer insists that
the shuttle service at UMD is also
below par.
"It takes forever to catch a
shuttle out here, especially from
the metro stop closest to campus,"
Boyer said. "And because of the
student population, many times
you are waiting much longer than
you should because there always
more people waiting than any one
shuttle can take."
Another complaint of How<).rd
students is the quality of campus
food, specifically in the Cafe.
"The Punch-out is cool, but the
food in the Cafe leaves much to be
desired," said Kea Watkins, a sophon1ore radio-'IV-film majvr. "The
food is edible, but it is definitely not
my first choice."
However, Jamal Blake, a business administration major at Bowie
State University, confirms this is an
issue that extends beyond Howard.
"The food in our cafeteria is tolerable, but nothing special by any
means."
Blake also believes that HBCUs
in general tend to have a number of
housing problems.
"Housing here can be a lot better in terms of comfort and overall
presentation of the dorms. [Ours]

llil(~I{

could use a lot of work," Blake said.
"And that is if you get housing at
all."
Leo Shern1an, a music major
at George Washington University,
believes that one's campus experience ultimately is up to the individual.
"I've been happy with everything since I've been here," Sherman
said. "I have a few friends that
attend Howard and Bowie and we
talk about the differences between
their schools and American, but I
think ultimately you contr ol your
campus experience and your happiness."
Though Boyer admits that there
are clear social differences that
exist from HBCUs and predominantly white schools, he believes
that there are also many similarities.
"We have a lot of the same organizations that you find at Ho\.vard
and other HBCUs. We have a Black
Student Union to give us a sense
of unity, a Caribbean Student
Association and Greek life."
When asked about the major
problem facing black students at
predominantly white schools like
UMD, Boyer believes that he is
confronted wit11 subtle forms of

racisn1 that n1ay
'
not be an issue
at Howard.
"The police
around
here
can be very
.
"
annoying,
Boyer
said.
"I have been
approached by
the police here
three
times
when I
am
doing nothing
but minding my
own business."
However,
Boyer insists he
would not trade
his experience
for anything.
"My experience
here
as been more
than invaluable
ti.. pll<Jto
and if I had
to go through Students at Howard and other schools like UMD
the process of complain about s low shuttle service as well.
deciding where
··There are many opportunities
to go again, I would still choose ior one to grow academically and
[The University of] Maryland.''
socially at Howard. I would not be
Many Howard students share anywhere else."
these sentiments too.
"I love it here," Baker said.

1

'1 111~ lllJ()(~I{:

f)N

Adams Morgan
"As an architecture
major, I love to look at all the
buildings. They are unique
in their own [\.'rc1y]," Vl'ilson
said. She also believes that
Adams Morgan is safe
because of the visible police
and security guards.
Freshman political science major and area resident, Amber Chase, believes
the exact opposite. "I
wouldn't eat there or party
there because first, 1'111 not
21 and ifs not safe at night.
There are a lot of drunk people who start fighU; and I
just wouldn't feel safe."
Chase does think that
Adams Morgan may be a
cool place for students 21
years old and over, however,
she still prefers going out
in her hometown in Prince
George's County.
Still, one \\'nshington,
D.C. officer and a Secrct
Service agent, \vho both
declined to giYe their names
because ofsecurity purposes,
said the area ;s pretty safe
and a great place to co1ne get
a good cup of coffee, specifically at Caribou Coffee.
Both officers patrol the
area once a week. They said
residents and guests should
co1ne out and have a good
time, but be mindful of the
law.

BY CRYSTAL SCHANETTE

A small number of those
_c_on_1n_b_u1_in_g_w._n_·1e_r_ _ _ _ _ immigrants that flocked
to Adams Morgan were
In the late 19th and Spanish-speaking. The peoearly 20th century, the ple can1e to run the newly
area now known as Adams established embassies and
Morgan \\.'aS a suburb of row international organizations
houses and elegant apart- fron1 Latin America. Latinos
ment buildings, a place that helped create the colorful
attracted upper-lniddle class street murals in the i97o's.
residents.
Today, the once-suburDuring World War II, ban neighborhood exemplithe neighborhood started fies urban life at its nlost
to decline; quaint !tomes vibrant stage. The fast growwere turned into boarding ing businesses in Adams
houses. l1nfortunately, the Morgan keep the area
Great Depression caused diverse.
a decrease in population
Sand\viched
benveen
because many residents the Georgia Avenue corridor
could no longer afford to live and Rock Creek Park at the
in a high-priced neighbor- intersection of 18th St. and
hood. Change came in 1958. Columbia road in Northwest
TI1e
Board
of D.C., today's Adams Morgan
Commissioners
of
the features numerous restau- 18th St. In Adams Morgan has evolved into a hub for night life In the city.
District of Columbia created rants, nightclubs, bars, cof'111c Plan for Urban Renewal fee shops and trendy stores. the area.
the area clean and safe.
business has picked up trcin hopes of reconstn1cting Narrow side\valks, busy
"With the city trying n1endously. \Ve have h\O
"The atmosphere is
Adams Morgan. During thi:; streets and diverse people n1ore positive and cleaner," to gentrify the area, it's levels of dance floors and on
tin1e, many white residents make the area a great place said Angel Huapalla, O\vner become safer, cleaner and the weekends both arc now
fled the city and moved to to escape the ordinary.
ofRumbaCafe.RumhaCafu an all-around better envi- packed," said Sports Cafe
suburbs.
Adan1s Morgan also spP.cializes in cuisine from ronment.~
employee Gary Vroenen.
It wasn't until younger hosts an array of world cui- Spanish speaking countries
This type of atmosphere
Saki, a Japanese restaupeople and inunigrants sine ranging from Ethiopia and is located at 2443 181 ' St. rant and club located at 2477 is one tl1at attracts many
1noved in, that the conver- and Vietnam to Caribbean and has been open for nine i81h st., has been open for Howard students, as well as
sion began. Community and A.lnerican as well as cui- years. Huapalla also said two years.
surrounding residents.
activists chose to nan1e the sine from Spanish-speaking that the cafe can get "wild,
Places like Sports Cafe
,Junior
architecture
1
.trca after two neighborhood countries. Along with ti1e but tl1ey're good people."
located at 2411 t8 ~ St., 1najor Ta1nara \Vilson loves
schools. The name Adams array of food comes a host of
John Schumacher, exec- moved to Adains ~lorgan ~oing to Adams ~1organ
came from a predonunanUy ethnic stores, vintage book- utive chief at the Saki restau- over a year ago in hopes of because of its convenient
white school and the name stores and comedy clubs.
rant, agrees with Huapalla. getting a fair share of the location to her apartment
?vtorgan came from a preRecently, business own- He said that the city is doing profit.
and the diverse en\irondon1inantly black school.
ers have noticed a change in a n1uch better job at keeping
"Since we've opened, ment.
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Students Scrounge f OF Homecoming Game Tickets

SCOREBOARD
& SCHEDULE

BY WINNIE CLARK-JENKINS
Hilltop Staff Writer

It has become a known tradition

at Howard that official homecoming
game tickets are scarce and in high
demand.
This year, some students stood
in line for their hon1ecoming tickets
for five and six hours, just to obtain
the highly coveted tickets. The game
ticket was of course one of the first of
the weeks events to sell out.
Along with many of the other
homecoming event tickets, some
students wind up selling their football game ticket for big profit. Each
Howard student gets one free game
ticket on a first come first serve basis
and some students decide the profits
they can make are far greater than
going to the game.
"I am selling my game ticket
because I can make a lot off of it," 5aid
sophomore finance major, Marcus

Johnson. "Everyone wants one for
their family or friends so I can pretty
much sell it for as much as I want."
With a number of students bringing family and friends in town, the
homecoming game is one of the highlights of the weekend. Alu111ni and
students scramble for game tickets at
a reasonable price because they are
always the first tickets to sell out.
"My sister is coming for lhe
weekend from her school in Rhode
Island, but finding a game ticket fot
her that i<;n't ridiculously priced has
been hard," said junior psychology
major, Candace Bougknight.
However, with all the excitement
surrounding the homecoming 3ame,
many football players and students
feel that the people do not attend for
the sporting event itself.
"I honestly feel like crowds come
to see the band and chill with tlleir
friends and then they leave at half

"My parents went to Howard in
the seventies and they remember standing in line for hours ...
it's just an ongoing tradition
that always has been and
always wi 11 be ... " - Nash, Alum

SCORES

Football

Howard
Winston-Salem St.
Volleyball

dark field.
Also other men1bers of
sports teams on campus felt
Proper equipment is that while Burr gymnasium
essential for a \\inning team's got a new floor on the basketathletic performance. That ball court this year, the track
equipment is expected to be in Greene stadium has needed
provided for the players by tlle to be replastered for the past
university.
10 years.
Some Howard athletes
"We can never have home
feel that the athletic depart- track meets,'' said junior track
ment docs a good job at mak- runner, Chris George. "The
ing sun the tean1s have e\'ery- regulation size is eight laires
thing the) need, whik oilier and our track only has six."
athletes feel that the school is
George and other track
not doing enough.
runners don't often feel the
For some of the larger support of a home crowd
teams on campus, equipment because all of ilieir meets are
is not an issue.
away, which some feel is a dis"We have plenty of equip- advantage to the team.
ment," said senior basketball
Some of the smaller teams
player, Darryl Hudson. "There on campus such as swimming
are a few things we would like and women's lacrosse also
[such as] extra basketball rims, feel that the) are at a disad11iaybe a practice facilit), and ' antage because of ilie lack of
some shooting equipment, but equipment provided for their
we have everything we need. I teams.
cannot complain."'
"Often times we have to
While some teams are buy our own cleats because we
pleased with the equipment are wearing sneakers out on
and facilities that are provid- the field and slipping around,"
ed, other athletes feel they are said senior women's lacrosse
left in lhe dark, literally.
player, Shanon Morris.
Because the field did
"We have a team of only 12
not have working light bulbs so there is no reason why we
for two weeks, the women'~ should not have all tlle equiplacrosse team, iliat practices ment we need.~ she said.
in ilie evening, practiced on a
The lacrosse team also was
H 'ltop

s· '" wmer

Howard
Delaware State

Students wait for homecoming game tickets outside of Cramton
Auditorium. Some students sell these tickets for profit as people
search for extra tickets for family and friends.

tiine; iliey aren't really there for the
game," said junior football player,
Endor Cooper.
The homecoming football game
is not only a big deal to Ho\'..-ard students, alumni and friends; it is also
a big sporting event that brings a
great deal of business to the area,
specifically on the Saturday of the
game. Signs and posters can be seen
all over tlle community of businesses
supporung the game.
•
"The whole community around
Howard becomes so busy with an
influx of people, but it really supports
the community," said Howard alumni
and local resident, Hillary Nash.
Nash remembers when she
attended Howard in ilie late nineties
and the scarcity of the football tickets
almost a decade ago.
"The tickets for the game have

not able to conduct full and
functional practice because
tlley ''ere missing the nets for
their goals, an essential item
of equipment for ilie sport, for
three weeks.
"I feel like it is a downer
iliat we do not always have
what we need and we do not
always match because we
are already at a 'disadvantage' being the only all black
women's lacrosse team," said

3
1

Men's Soccer

always been so hard to get, even when
I was here," said Nash. "My parents
went to Howard in the seventies and
they even remember standing in line
for hours and hours just to get their
game tickets. It's just an ongoing
tradition iliat always has been and
always will be, no matter how many
tickets beco1ne available."
This year, ilic homecoming
football game against Morgan State
University has proven thus far to be
no different then years past. Students
have waited in the long lines, signs
have appeared all over campus with
students selling game tickets, and the
excitement for the game is present
from all the signs on campus and in
the Howard community.
Student tickets will be distributed this Wednesday between io:30.
a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Athletes Torn In Debate
Over Proper Equipment Around the
BY WINNIE CLARK.JENKINS

0
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TODAY'S GAMES

Volleyball V. UMES
7 p.m.
@ Burr Gymnasium
Men's Soccer v. Navy
7 p.m.
@ Greene Stadium

MIP-IAITEllN

James Receives MEAC
Volleyball Honorable Mention
Sophomore outsldc hitter Janel James was
given honorable mention in the MEAC weekly voley.
ball honors for week 7.
She deli,ered her sixth double-double of the
year \\ith 17 kills and i3 digs in the Bison's "in over
Delaware State on Saturda}.

~1orris.

..I just feel tllat we are not
at ilie level we should be for a
Division I team,"' she said.
Aliliough some athletes
feel they are not given enough
to properly play their sport,
oilier aililetes feel that the
school provides the necessities, it just becomes a matter of
wants.
.. Beside the fact that we do
not have a great facility [the
track], we do have tlle cleats
and equipment we need," said
George. "It just comes down
to stuff we want, [for example], I would not 1nind new
warm-ups."

Delaware State Dominates Weekly
Football Honors
Delaware State Hornets quarterback Vashon
V\1inton and linebacker Josh Pope were named
MEAC offensive player and rookie of ilie week,
respectively. Winton passed for two touchdowns
in the final 4:38, including the game-winning
touchodown over Betllune-Cookman.
Pope recovered a blocked punt in the endzone
to give DSU a 21-17 lead early in the third quarter
and sealed the win for DSU in the final seconds witll
his first career interception, to end the \Vildcats'
final attempt at a comeback.
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The track at Greene Stadium Is one thing that Howard athletes would like to see repaired.
Other athletes, however, are pleased with the equipment they have been provided.

•
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TODAY IN SPORTS HISTORY. ..
On October 10, 1920, outfielder Elmer
Smith becomes the first player to hit a
grand slam in World Series history as
the Indians defeat the Dodgers and
Burleigh Grimes, 8-1 .
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She Said
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''Lemme' Upgrade You''
First and foremost, let
me clear up one misconception. From discussions in the
office, it seems that women
think that paying for a date,
a meal or a random gift is
somehow a threat to the male
ego. THIS IS FALSE!
I can not speak for everyone because there are some
"ho may take offense. But, in
my opinion, that is in no way
a threat to my manhood.
Maybe if I was a junior
l'Xccutive, pulling in six figures ... that could be consid1•recl an insult, but face it, college students are broke.
When a woman opts to
pay or even offers to pay, it is
a showcase of appreciation.
It's not an attack on a mttn's
desire to provide for his girl
because, honestly, that's not
his job.
Until she's married, the
only man that should be providing for a young lady is her
father.
lt seems that women arc
sending mixed messages in
reference to money issues.
On one hand, if a woman

I'ty?
.

MAL.IK?
AND WHY
AR~ YOU
SIIDNG
IN HIS

DJ' DOG

6~

R~PR~S~NTIN'

FOR MR.
WATSON.

S~AT?

"\\'hat's yours is mine
and what's mine is mine," is
tlw philosophy of relationships in generations past, but
advances in women's income
arc changing the game.
Though women art' still
earning less than men, the
ratio has increased from 72

ing appreciation for her man.
There is no harm in that.
Point blnnk, I doubt that
most guvs who are strug
gling college students would
be offended by. his girl paying
for him.

cents to the dollar in 1990 your life, That's a good look."
I know plenty of good
to 77 in 2005, according lo
statistics released by the women who can't find some·
U.S. Census Bureau. Up\\arcl one to appreciate them.
shifts in feminine finance arc Clearly, some men are being
reflected in male -female rela- misguided in their searches.
It's been brought lo my
tionship dynamics.
Beyonce's recent "U'Day" attention that some meo think
release featured the popular women are looking for sometrack "Upgrade U," whose one to upgrade them or fo~
lyrics are showing up every- someone to upgrade. Often,
where from myspace.com neither is the case. And if you
member names to everyday find it to be, you may want to
consider upgrading yourself
discussions.
\\'hile there arc a lot of to a better class of woman.
\\Omen (and men) who let
~1eanwhile, J'\'e found
money pla> a factor in rela- men as hard lo read as
tionships, it has to be said women can be, because some
that Lhis isn't all women.
men resent spending their
Now, personally, I don't money, while others resent
think there's anything wrong having money spent on them
with the concept of upgrad- and find it to be an attack on
ing a person, as Jong as these their masculinity.
upgrades don't focus solely
Maybe you're the only
on money. seek to change the ,one with a problem there.
person, or aim at gaining the I'm just looking to enjoy your
company, not subjugall' your
focus of control.
So, what's left? It's per- manhood, alter your characfect(} acceptable to all em pl ter or manipulate your life
to elevate one's stale of mind with my dominant wallet.
and the type of woman they're
But if you let some "Suga
accustomed to. L!ke she says, Mama" upgrade you, don't
.. You need a real woman in think ;ou're ··irreplaceable."

From the !'.finds of J oshua Thomas & Jana Homes

II «• IJ S I~ 11 ll «• Ii I~ N
WH~R~'S

'

has the perspective that she is
equal (which I am all for) she
has to be equal in everything.
Meaning that you can't have
your cake and eat it too.
It is contradictory to state
that you want to be treated as
a complete equal but expect
a man to pay for all, or the
majority, of the collective
expenses-that is not equal.
\Vhy is it acceptable for
it to be the norm for the man
to always have to come out of
pocket, but when a woman
opens up her pocketbook it's
the exception? Is that equalWhy is that inherent contradict ion not apparent to
those who continue to perpetuate that in their everyday
choices?
In reference to Beyonce's
song, "Upgrade U,~ the problem that some ha\'e with the
lyrics is all in perception just
as it is in the issue that the
song mirrors.
Althoqgh some take the
song as a jab at a man's masculinity, the object of the lune
is really just a woman show-

10, 2006

W~'R~ THINKIN' $15,000
P~R SCHOOL. DAY, WITH
A SU6ST!TUT~ FOR
MAL. IK APPeAR!N' ON
FRIDAYS. $17,500 P~R
FI~L.D TRIP, PL.US
FIV~ PACKS OF
HOSTess CUPCAK~S.
WHAWAYA THINK?

AS YOU KNOW, TH~ ONL..Y
THING MAKIN' YOUR CL.ASS
INT~R~STING IS WH~N
83
MAL.IK ACTS UP. AS
SUCH, H~'S HOL.DIN'
§
OUT FOR A N~W D~AL..
~

.i

\

~

8
~

HOW'D
IT GO?

~

i~

5-

a
~

TOR~
N~GOT!AT~.
SH~ WAS
GONNA R~PL.AC~

I HAD

YOU WITH
FRANKL.IN FROM
''P~ANUTS.'' BUT

YOU'R~ 600K~D
SOL.ID FOR H~R
R~AL.ITY S~RI~S,
''D~T~NTION. ''
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Aries: Procrastination never gets anything done. Be proactive in new endeavours
and finish up new ones before it's too late. Remember, tomorrow is not promised.
Now try to finish it off before it finishes you.

Taurus: Hands-on experiences are what really work for you. That's how you absorb
information best. Get out and 1nove around - that's what it takes for you to process
infonnation in the most efficient way.

Ge111ini: Build your life on the foundation of love. First \Vith those close to you, in
your home or perhaps your dorm. Then see how you can expand your definition of
love and care to all the areas of your existence.

Ca11cer: You are always first in line to be Captain Savior but this is one time you
should stay out of other people's business and unnecessary dram.is. Sometimes
people need to learn from their own bad experiences and mistakes. Let them be free,
and yourself as well.

Leo: Your ability to get what you want is very high right now. Be careful about hurting others along the way. You may need those people later on and then they may
have negative feelings toward you.

Virgo: You want to have fun but still have discipline, so now is the time to indulge.
Go to the after party, chill out on the Yard, but know when you need to hit the
books.

Libra: Take advantage of the free lime that you have today to make plans for tomorrow so that you can have more fun when the time comes.

Scorpio: Because of what you have achieved recently, you have the room to chill out
for a while~.. so take advantage!

Sagittarius: Questions abound without apparent solutions, so begin finding the
answers as soon as possible.

Capricorn: If your intuition is telling you that something big could happen today,
then trust it and go all out.

Aquarius: Opportunity knocks only once; however, today your door may attract

-

- - -

------- - - ,

Overheard ® fhe Mecca

1 "Freaky Friday..,
I Overheard itt the School of C
I
Professor: (standing at classroom door) You're late everyday. This has to stop.
I
SQ-plus-year-old student: Oh naw. I've been meaning to
I
talk to you anyway. (Storms out of class anticipating professor to follow)
I
Professor: (acts like going out and closes door in 50-year
I
old student's face) Ok. Back to where we were.
I
Girl in class: You are being rude. I'm telling you this woman to woman. You need to change that.
I
Professor: Ok. I'm sorry. What should I do now?
I
Class: Go talk to her.
Professor: Thank you so much (goes to talk to SO-year old)
I
I
"What's love ~ot fo Uo With It"
Overheard itt Petttagott City
I
Friend 1: I mean we're not together but I still got love for
I
my ex.
Friend 2: You don't love him.
I
Friend 1: I do, I mean we just can't talk to each other
I
anymore but I still love him.
Friend 2: You don't love him.
I
Friend 1: Aight, well I care. Like if he got hit by a car, I
I
wouldn't go home and see him but I'd still feel bad for
I
him.
Friend 3: Love woulda brought you home!
I
Check out tMore at OverheardatthetMecca.blogspot.cotM attd
I subtMlt to OverhearatthetMecca~gtMall.cotM

L------------ -

several visitors. Answer as many times as you can handle.

Pisces: Is there a particular issue that you're so tired of worrying about that you're
ready to butt heads over it? A little healthy confrontation is good every once in a
while. Just make sure that if stuff gets real that you can just laugh it off.

- -.

-

Please send a11y respo11ses to Meccanis111s; 'He Said ... Size
Said' topics, Howardite Horoscopes or any other contributions to

Adapted from horoscopes courtesy of yahoo.com
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ATTENTION STUDENTS:
STUDENT TICKETS FOR THE OCTOBER 14™ HOMECOMING
FOOTBALL GAME WILL BE DISTRIBUTED:
WHEN: WEDNESDAY, OCT. 11FROM10:30AM - 4:30PM
WHERE: LOWER LEVEL OF CRAMTON AUDITORIUM
TICKETS DISTRIBUTED:
-BASED UPON AVAILABILITY
-FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE
-STUDENTS MUST HAVE STUDENT ID
*IF TICKETS ARE STILL AVAILABLE, TICKETS WILL
BE DISTRIBUTED THURSDAY, OCT. 12 IN CRAMTON
AUDITORIUM FROM 10:30AM - 4:30PM.
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Attention:
Due to the Columbus Day holiday this
week's Hilltop budget meeting will be

Tuesday Oct. 10
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tried so hard to cover it up. It's
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It is shocking to learn that
This announcement adds thing by addressing Foley's
Congressman Mark Foley, five years to the time members wrongdoings
when
they
a Republican from Florida, of Congreo;s knew about the occurred, the Republican Party '
sexually harassed male high sexual harassment of teenagers has been outecl for being more
school pages right from his and sought to hide it.
concerned with mid-term elecCongressional office through
Our lawmakers and poli- tions and party popularity than
emails and !Ms.
ticians must redefine what is justice.
What's
even
The
media
more disturbing to
continues t<? be
learn is that many
the fourth branch
Republicans knew of
of government as
his actions for years,
ABC News broke
while the sexual
the story of Foley's
Congress,
b11t
tliat
politicians
predator continued
foul e-mails which
to hold his seat in the
prompted
his
lawmaking body of
Sept. 29 resignaour country.
tion. However, Fox
One of the sellNews' convenient
ing points of this University is important. The safety and well- '"mistake" of labeling Foley a
its location and the opportu- being of those constituents that Democrat once the story broke
nity to work on Capitol Hill, politicians are charged to serve left citizens wondering who to
which many students take full should be more important than trust when the news and the
advantage of, including some maintaining a good image for government both ha,·e motives
of our staff members. That's the party.
other than to serve them.
why to betray the faith of young
The Republican Party's
The rampant '"Tongcloing
constituents is so unethical and stance as a '"faith-based" group in this case reminds us all of
to seek to cover it up is just as and its conservative views the power of politics and the
criminal.
makes it harder for its members importance of voling.
House Speaker J. Dennis to be open about their sexuality
Also, the lesson of the
Hastert (R-111.) said that the and creates a situation much Republican Party elevating
chairman of the House Page like the Catholic Church and itself to moral superiority only
Board and another congress
the molestation scandal when makes the fall from grace that
man found out about Foley's it comes to sex crimes.
much further.
sexually harassing emails last
Currently Kolbe is the only
This is a time for Congress
fall, but yesterday Rep. Jim openly gay Republican con
and all officials to clean house.
Kolbe (R-Ariz.) confirmed that grcssman, and he confront- Politicians should remember
ill 2000, a congressional page ed Foley back in 2000 when who their allegiance lies with
for Foley came to him dis- he learned of the harassing
the people the> serve, not a
turbed by Foley's inappropri- emails.
party or a political agenda.
ate emails.
Instead of doing the right
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It's unacceptable that not only
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T11e Hilltop cncoumgcs il'> reader.; to share tJieir opinions \\ itlt t11e newspaper through Letters to

The Editor or Perspecti\c:,. All letters should indu<lc a complck ad Ires.-; and tell•phone number and
should be sent electronically on our website at www.thehilltoponline.com.
Any inqui1ics for ad,·ertiscments or Hilltopics ~hould be directed to TI1e Hilltop Business office.
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Now in il'i 8;p"<I ycur, 'f7w llillto]J ;, publi!oolu..-d l\1on<luy through l'riduy b) lluwurd l'nivcrsil~
\\Tith a readership of more tl1an - ,ooo, '11u.> Hiflto1>is the lurgc..t hind: coUl-giak Ill'\\ !oo-paper
in th•· iu1tion.
Thl· opinions o.-pa>c......cd on the Editorial & Pers1>ectht.'S page arc the~ ic,,s of1nc I Jilltop Editorial
Board ru1d tho,..c of the uutl1ors and do not nt.'Ct.'S.'illrily n:111>c.'iCnt l IO\\ arcl l lnivl'N>ily or its ndmi.nistrntion.
Jl1c Hilltop l'CSl'J"\t.'S the right to edit letters for space und gnunmaticnt ctTOrs and atl)' inapproprintc, libclouo; or dcfnmutory content. All letters nnL~ be submitted u week prior t<1 Jluhlleution.
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'T'fie Way Study Prove s Steroid Use Damages Brain
'1 See 'lt ...
My house is better
than the school's ...

BY CIARA FAMBLE
Life & Style Editor

Having a house is a very
adult thing to have. Of course, it
isn't my house because I haven't
decided where I'm going to
lh·e after graduation, let alone
decided lo make a major purchase like a house.
But besides that, I must
admit that I have grown to love
the off-campus lifestyle. No
showing I.D. at the door, waking up your S.A. at 2 a.m. just
because you left it in your room
when you went outside to pay
for your takeout. And of course,
the visitation rules don't exist.
It's a lot of fun picking out
as-sophisticated-as-you-canfind-on-your-budget decor for
your room and place settings
for the kitchen. It really makes
you feel grown up. I admit,
before I moved, I wasn't much
of a decorator. You know hO\\
some girls have full-blown palaces from freshman year on? I
wasn't one of those girls.
I guess it was because I was
sleeping on what was basically
rented furniture that I didn't
feel that motivated to be B.
Smith witl1 Style. But now I take
pleasure in creating a real space
for myself.
Now I love making trips to
Target. Bed, Bath, and Beyond,
and other home accessory
stores. I love putting together
bookcases and 1V stands for
my room (learning how to use
power tools will do that to you).
There are some drawbacks,
though. Namely, bills. Before I
moved, I never really had any,
hut since I've been off campus, I\·e realized that lhry're
no joke. Rent is serious and it
comes every single month. And
the bill companies don't care
if it's homecoming. They just
want their money.
So you spend way more
lime working tlian you want to,
going in when you don't have
to, just so you can make some
rxlra monev to cover the hills,
and maybe have a little left over
for yourself.
A study published by the
Danter Company gathered statistics for the real estate industry, homeownership rates were
at 69 percent in 2004. The rate
went clown to 68.9 percent
in 2005. That decrease isn't
e.nough to prevent me frOJll
being a homeowner.
So rent - which will cvcnt11ally become a mortgage - isn't
going anywhere.
Another problem is getting
to know the patterns and habits of U1e people you live with.
Arguments can come about over
the craziest things-artwork for
the common areas, cleaning
schedules, pets, you name it.
But you realize ii 's all a part
of the adult life. And learning
to live and.work with someone
else with different viewpoints
than you never really ends
either, especially if you marry
or shack up.
Until then, or al least I until
I can afford lo pay the $1,200
a month it costs to get a halfway decent place in tl1is ever
expanding city, I'll just have to
111akc due living with someone
else.
Wanna discuss china
patter·ns and possible fi1tw·e
trips
to
J-Iome
Depot?
Send an email to Ciara at
Lifea11dstyle2006@yahoo.com.

BY DANIELLE HANKS

Contributing Writer
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Athletes all over the world
fee l pressured lo be perfect
and turn lo steroids that will
kill brain cells as the solution. Researchers believe that
athletes enjo} the rush of the
game and want to .keep that
fee ling by turning to drugs or
anything else that will make
the 'high'last.
The most common drugs
fo r athletes and weight trainers are called androgen stc;
roids. These particular steroids, when used in large
doses, are known lo cause
hyper excitability, a highly
aggressive nature and s,·~ icidc
tendencies.
Although it is true that
brain cells do die naturally a
little at a time, using steroids
causes the cells to die from
a process called apoptosis,
simply meaning the steroids
will cause cell suicides or progranuned cell death.
At Howard, the use of
steroids is not a \:Ommon
topic, but in the Athletic
Department it cannot be
overlooked. There is a list of
banned substances that each
athlete is given in the beginning of the year.
Throughout the year, the
department performs ran-

A new study conducted by Yale University School of Medicine shows elevated levels of
testosterone result in a loss of brain cells after as little as six t o 12 hours.

dom drug testing. The next is
scheduled for late October or
early November.
The Jiilltop sat down
with athletic director Dwight
Datcher to discover ho\\ he
felt about steroids.
Datcher said, '·Most
young athletes start laking
steroids Lo perform better.··
College athletes don·l think
about how it will effect the
body or brain further down
the road, but rather if ste-

roid use will impprve perforniance.
Professional athletes arc
not setting the best example
for the growing number of
athletes choosing lo use steroids. In the last few years,
there have been popular athletes in the nc\\S related to
the abuse of steroids.
Major league baseball
took a hard hit when both
San Francisco Giant Barry
Bonds and St. Louis Cardinal

In Those Jeans?: The 'Skinny'
on Skinny Jean Trends

Mark McGuire were involved
in a steroid scandal. Although
both of these men hit man,v
home· runs aided by steroids,
those runs mi~ht be taken
awa).
Athletes that choose to
use steroids over an extended
period of time may soon have
symptoms similar to that
of Alzheimer's disease. Yet
older men who are naturally
loosing testosterone also use
steroids lo boost their horo-

rnonc level. For these men,
steroid use can actually help
protect brf}in function and
memory.
Testosterone is the leading ingredient in steroids
and although both inale and
female bodies are born with
some testosterone in the system. excessive amou.nts can
be harmful.
The male body has naturally 20 times more of the
hormone than a woman ·s. It
is imperative that the level of
testosterone float at a steady
medium for each individual.
When athletes take steroids
thert• is a great risk of brain
damage. Too much will cause
brain cells to self-destruct,
researchers say.
Tests performed by a
team lead by Dr. Barbara
Ehrlich, a professor of pharmacology and physiology at
Yale University's School of
Medicine, clearly show cells
dying after being treated with
elevated levels of testosterone
for even six lo 12 hours.
Jf there arc students who
feel pressured to perform
better, Datcher tells thetn
to consider one thing, "Your
body is a temple, treat [it as]
holy. Take time building up
strength and any person can
accomplish greatness."

Album Review
LUDACRJS:
BY ERIC WINGO
Contributing Wnter

Many mall staples such as Express and Bebe are bringi ng back the old 1980's
classic "skinny jeans." The style actually date back as early as to the 1950's.
BY MERCIA WILLIAMS-MURRAY
Hilltop Staff Wnter

Boot cut jeans have been the most
popular style for~ears, but fashion is taking it back to the Bo's ·rocker' look ,,;lh
slim, straight-leg jeans. Not too Yisible
this time last year, slimmer jeans have
taken the fashion world by storm and are
quickly taking over. At Girlshop.com, an
online retailer of designer clothing, sales
of these jeans have increased Bo percent
since last summer.
USA Today reports that mall mainstays such as Express, Bebe and Banana
Republic are showcasing slim jeans for
the spring season. While slim jeans arc
making a comeback from the 8o's 'hard/
punk rock' era, the reoccurring style
made its debut years before.
Even before the Bo's, skinnyjeans had
made appearances on the scene about 30
years before. As Tonya Khakazi, a sophomore music husiness major said, ··rt was
a so's thing." Photos from the i95o's
show stars such as Dorothy Dandridge
and Marilyn Monroe sporting slim jeans.
"They are very feminine and cute and can
dress up any tee shirt," Khakazi said.
Another reason that many women
love them can be explained by sophomore
political science major Carmen Jones.
"Anybody who knows me, knows I
love to wear boots," Jones said. "[Slim)
jeans fit perfectly on the inside of all ol
my boots. so I don' t have to stuff the bottom of my jeans into my shoes."
Avoiding the bulging and buckling
caused by tucking boot-cut jeans into
boots is definitely a plus. It doesn't hurl
that the rich and famous also approve.
You can find skinny jeans not only in
the most popular department stores and
boutiques, but also on the bodies of some
of Hollywood's hottest young actresses
like Mischa Barton, Lindsay Lohan and
Kate Moss.
vVhile some, like Allure !Magazine's
fashion director Michael Carl, said 111 a
USA Today article that "Women don't
need lo be rail-thin to pull off the look."

C:trl behcvl•s tlwrc are benefits of
wearing slim -cut jeans OYer looser-fitting
styles.
"Paired with a stiletto or wedge heel,
skinny jeans can add visual height, and a
tunic can camouflage the hips and accentuate bclo\\ the knee;· Carl said.
Others, such as Luck Magazine fashion director Ilopc Greenberg, said in USA
Today.
. ··Evervone can wear a boot-cut
jean. There's one for every bod} shape.
I don·t think lhafs necessarily true of a
skinn\' jean. Very, ver) curvy just doesn't
look great.··
Some of the most popular brand of
skinny jeans includes those by Levi's and
True Religion. The average costs for these
b.rands are"S35 and S172, respectively.
Cur\'ier "·omen and therefore. most
black women, have shown some con-.
cern about having other opt ions to find
the best jean fit. Some designers do not
take into account that most women have
hips, thighs and backsides that resemble
som<:thing other than a straight line
"[Fashion designers] ne\·er did take
us into consideration so why start now?
If you happen to be slim then you're
lucky because you can fit into those skinny. skinny jeans," Khakazi said.
Jones said, "I love [slim jeans) and
I am not what people would necessarily
consider lo be 'skinny'. I think women of
all colors can wear skinny jeans. it just
depends on your shape and the brand
you ehoosc," she said.
\Vomen of other ethnicities arc seeing the need for women of color to be
taken into account when designers make
skinny jeans.
"I have seen skinny jeans on women
that [arc not skinny] and they look fine,
but of course not all clothes are meant
for all people," says Laura Wolf, a sophomore marketing 1najor at West Chester
Univcrsit). "I work in a high ·end jean
store and so percent more of our clientelc arc women of color. If design
crs don't lake them into account, then
they're just down right stupid.'.

.

In the age of egotism and
materialism, there comes a
time when ever) successful
artist must produce an album
based solely on reality as they
see it. Jay-Z did it back in
2002 with The Blueprint 2:
Tht' Gift and the Curse. l\',1s
did it hack in 2001 \\ith his
fifth album StiHmatic. And,
of course, Tupac devoted his
entire career to it. Ludacris
can now be counted amt>ng
this distinct class.
On Sept. 26, / Ludacris
released his fifth solo album,
Release Thcrap). under his
label Disturbing the Peace, 1n
afliliateof Def.Jam Reeordings.
Hi: begins his alhum in regular Ludacris fashion with the
dynamic •'\\'arning (Intro)"'
and "Grew Up a Screw Up,"
'' hich features Bo) /. ·N the
1 Iood memhcr Young .Jeezy.
Both are filled with enough
tongue twisting punch lines to
dethrone all challenging hiphop hcaYywcights.
1-k then hrcaks into the all
loo familiar cluh son?s "Mone)
Maker·· fl·,1tunng Pharrell
I Williams, "Girls Gone \Vild"
'
and ··ultimate Satisfaction"
featuring Field ~lob.
Aside from a fc,, tracks
dedicated lo bis promiscuity, Ludacris sinks. deep into
realil), highlighting his true
feelings about the mp industry. ·'Tell ll Like II ls" is possibly a career changing track
as Luclacris raps three tremendous verses providing a
heads up for rappers interested in entering the game. 1t
also explains feelings toward
his relationship with Chingy,
an artist that was once signed

·l

to his label. His chorus alone
raises ears with the words: "'I
can't hold my tongue (I'1nma
tell it like it is)/This biz ain't
all fun (I'mma tell it like it is)/
l'mma Give it to you straight
no chase (I'mma tell it \ike it
is)/Look you straight in your
face and I'mma tell it like it
is.,.

Ifs not until listeners fastforward to "War With God,"
do they hear Ludacris going
into intricate details about his
career and s upposedly speaking the truth about a certain
feud he has with another
hip hop artist residing in the
South with the line: "I'm universal/ Luda never limits him
self lo the South." Of coursC;
I.uda llC\'Cr suys directly who
his rival is.
Fans of Ludacris know
him alJ too well through his
comedic 1 hyme style that often
e\'Okes laughter instead of garnishing respect. But fans of
Release Therapy will be greatly pleased because for the first
time in his career, Ludacris
devotes a hea\)' portion of his
album to bringing life·s hard
situations lo the forefront. ·\
classic example of this is the
song, "Do Your Time·· featuring Beanie Siegel, Pimp C and
C-Murdcr, in which Ludacris
provides the gift of hope for
everyone that is incarcerated.
llis guests, who have all been
incarcerated at one point in
time, describe their experiences while in prison.
"Runawa) Love" is possibly the furthest fr01n the
Ludacris prototype as he
paints a perfect picture of girls
battling issues all too common
in society such as depression,
rape and drug abuse. All the
while, Mary J. Blige gracefully
sings the chorus and throughout the song. Ludacris ends
his album with thl' soulful
church ballad, "Freedmn of
Preach." It is one of the more
creative songs on the album
featuring a sermon fro111
Bishop Eddie Lee Long.
Overall, Release Therapy
is heavy with tremendous
beats and lyrical content. Hiphop fans will have no problem
rating it ain?ng the best of
the year .

Grade: Al~HE
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